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Merchant Builders

TOWARDS A NEW ARCHIVE

Thus for the first time a genuine architectural circumspection was brought
within the financial reach of the average owner…. Among the more notable
enterprises was… a firm called Merchant Builders in Melbourne, which offered
various designs of the architect Graeme C. Gunn.
Robin Boyd, Epilogue, Australia’s Home (1968)
In Australia in the mid-1960s, the housing market was experiencing the boom of a new phenomenon
– project houses. These were architect-designed houses offered by a new series of building
companies that promised better quality design than the average speculatively built house.
In 1965 Merchant Builders, Melbourne entrepreneurs David Yencken and John Ridge founded one
of the nation’s most influential project house-building companies. For the next twenty-six years,
Merchant Builders set not just new benchmarks for residential architecture in this country, but also
actively encouraged the necessary consideration and inclusion of landscape, indigenous planting,
site planning, and interiors as a total package. Yencken and the firm’s consultant architect Graeme
Gunn and consultant landscape architect Ellis Stones were also deeply interested in how to
increase density in Melbourne’s inner and outer suburbs without losing the amenity of connection
with landscape, and especially indigenous trees and plants – they were committed to a suburban
landscape that was uniquely Australian.
As architectural historian Adam Mornement has written:
Merchant Builders has multiple claims to significance and novelty. It was one of the first
Victorian development companies to take architect-designed houses to a mass market; it
was a house builder dedicated to the protection of the natural environment; it promoted the
merits of ‘cluster’ developments as an alternative to conventional approaches to suburban
planning; and it offered ‘kit homes’ comprised of factory made components to minimize
costs and embodied energy.
This exhibition is a chronology of a firm that stretched its tentacles across most of Melbourne’s
design professions. It resulted in the founding of the interior design firm, Nexus Designs in 1967
and the landscape architecture and planning firm, Tract Consultants in 1973. And swept along was
a host of architects, landscape architects, interior designers, graphic designers and photographers
who all contributed to the firm’s award-winning success and remarkable longevity in the face of
Australia’s economic and political highs and lows in the 1960s, 1970s and 1980s.
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Images:
Merchant Builders: Towards a new
archive exhibition installation.
Dulux Gallery, Melbourne
School of Design, University of
Melbourne. 2-12 November 2015

This exhibition is the outcome of student-based research within the MSD graduate elective
ABPL90367 Critical and Curatorial Practices in Design held in semester 2 2015 and led by Alan
Pert, Philip Goad and Gini Lee. The exhibition has four aims. First, it celebrates the fifty-year
legacy of the work of the Melbourne-based project house building company Merchant Builders.
Second, the exhibition uses a timeline as its organizing structure, allowing students to research
specific projects, people and events as a way of exploring the evolution of the company while
anchoring each year with a chronological yardstick. Third, the exhibition makes the case for a
new archive and repository recognizing the cultural significance of the work of Merchant Builders
while at the same time encouraging further research.
The class started with a single box of archival material assembled by Anne Gartner as part of her
PhD Thesis at Monash University in 1991. The material was passed on to Adam Mornement and
then onto Graeme Gunn before it arrived at the MSD in August 2015. The students had already
begun collecting material on Merchant Builders beforehand. The breadth of the work uncovered
in such a short period of time (12 weeks) suggests that there is still more out there – lots more. By
bringing this work together, including drawings, specification documents, contracts, interviews,
marketing material, photographs and a variety of other evidence, we can better understand the
significance and breadth of the work and what it says about the built environment context of
Melbourne, which Merchant Builders worked so hard to change.
The class has managed to expose material, which has been lying dormant and un-scrutinized for
a number of years. We now have a chance to review this material and see it as a collection and a
larger prolonged experiment rather than a set of stand-alone residential prototypes.
Finally, the exhibition makes us consider what lies ahead for how we live and how we relate to
our landscape, our suburbs and our cities. We are able to move beyond the timeline to provoke
visitors to consider the relevance of Merchant Builders today and in the future.
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Placing Merchant Builders
PHILIP GOAD

In the history of Australian architecture, Merchant Builders occupies a special place. As a project
house builder that offered so-called ‘good design’ to everyday Australians it wasn’t the first to
do so. There were many other ventures before it: Consolidated Homes Industries (CHI) with
Robin Boyd as one of its first designers from 1955, Pettit & Sevitt and Lend Lease Homes
(with architect Nino Sydney) both from 1961were just a few of the early pioneers. But what
set Merchant Builders apart from the others (and there were many) was the deliberate aim of
its founders David Yencken and John Ridge: that house, interiors, landscape and site should
be harmoniously integrated by top design professionals, and that the marketing, graphics and
photographs for this enlightened venture would also employ top design professionals, and in
doing so, set the entire venture apart from its competitors. And to a large degree, Merchant
Builders did this for the twenty-six years of its existence, from 1965 until 1991.
To date, the most comprehensive account of Merchant Builders is Anne Gartner’s MA thesis
(1994) undertaken at Monash University and Judith Trimble’s PhD thesis (1985) on the life and
career of Graeme Gunn. There’s Anne Latreille’s 1990 book on Ellis Stones and the firm makes
strong appearance in Howard Tanner’s Australian housing in the seventies (1976). More recently
Judith O’Callaghan and Charles Pickett’s Designer Suburbs: Architects and Affordable Homes in
Australia (2012) is far and away the best and most comprehensive account of project housing in
Australia. So it might seem that there is nothing more to say on Merchant Builders.
But this is not the case.
This exhibition casts Merchant Builders in a different light. It’s a first attempt at an encyclopaedic
chronology – a start at least – and one that might be read graphically. And using material
uncovered by a group of students in just 12 weeks. It places the firm’s work within the context
of David Yencken’s long held and catholic interests in the natural and built environment over
a period of more than thirty years. It highlights the intrinsic role played by Graeme Gunn in
setting the design tone for the firm and also shows his own changing design philosophy over the
decades. His return to Merchant Builders with the ‘Four Seasons’ range in the 1980s is so very
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different from the textural ‘as-found’ naturalness of the first three houses of 1965: the Courtyard,
Terrace and Studio Houses. It also brings to the surface the major contribution of architects like
Terry Dorrough (his Steel Framed Systems Built House of 1971 is one of the firm’s best), Robin
Cocks and Peter Carmichael (their houses were pacesetters for residential design in Melbourne
in the 1970s), and especially the lesser known but critical role of Merchant Builders’ in-house
architects Barry Gray, Leo de Jong and Peter Sandow, all of whom produced high quality, almost
effortless, sensible, sell-able good design. The significant aesthetic shifts more broadly reflected
within the profession from 1960s naturalness and generic form to 1970s concerns for flexibility,
low energy and the sun, and thence to 1980s concerns with form, image and the street are all
palpable. It demonstrates the organic growth of the business to fully encompass landscape
and site planning with Ellis Stones, and on his death in 1975, Yencken’s entrepreneurial vision
to ‘acquire’ Rodney Wulff, Steve Calhoun and Howard McCorkell, and pursue the formation of
Tract Consultants. It shows the importance of interiors, and Janne Faulkner’s involvement from
1967, then with Harley Anstee ten years later, and the development of Nexus as one of Australia’s
leading interior design firms to emerge from the late 1960s and which, like Tract, is still going
strong. It also shows the yet to be truly critically analyzed contribution of Merchant Builders to
proposing a potential ‘slow density’ for Melbourne: its contribution to cluster development with
grouped housing developments such as Molesworth Street, Kew, Yuille Street, Brighton, Sorrett
Avenue, Malvern and Yarra Grove, Hawthorn to name just a few. In Melbourne’s architectural
history these projects, together with Yencken and Gunn’s determination to bring about the
Cluster Title Act (1974) are truly groundbreaking.

Images:
Molesworth Street, Kew
Photographs: Kurt Veld

Key to the visual argument of this exhibition is another aspect of the company’s unique status
in Australia – the graphics of Bruce Weatherhead and Alex Stitt, whose graphic design and
advertising for Merchant Builders lifted the visual representation of a business into the
advancement of a cultural enterprise. Photographers Kurt Veld, Ian McKenzie and John Gollings
were similarly instrumental to the firm’s persuasive visual message.
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What is also evident in this exhibition is the role of the everyday homeowner. One of the students
Zack Dahdoule, through a single advertisement in a local paper, uncovered a vast quantity of
material held by proud owners of Merchant Builders’ houses in Melbourne’s suburbs: original
plans, specifications, photographs, brochures and letters, and importantly anecdotes about
these houses and landscapes that formed and in some cases, still form the focus and place of
their lives.
What is remarkable, through all of this, is the legacy of people across the business and design
professions that were affected by Merchant Builders, people who in turn have had affect on the
designed landscape of Melbourne, and by extension Australia. It was a remarkable phenomenon.
In 1992, I wrote in my PhD thesis that “The Merchant Builders house was not based on what
suburbia was, and in this sense, the concept was radical… [it] was the logical successor to Walter
Burley Griffin’s vision for a sensitive Australian house and its integration with the landscape.”
My view hasn’t changed. This exhibition suggests a new archive be assembled for Merchant
Builders – it’s just a glimpse of a much larger story that continually needs to be told and re-told.
Professor Philip Goad is Chair of Architecture and co-Director of ACAHUCH (Australian Collaboratory for
Architectural History, Urban and Cultural Heritage) within the Melbourne School of Design.

Images:
Molesworth Street, Kew
Photographs: Kurt Veld
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Merchant Builders: Prototypes and Place
ALAN PERT

It is quite true what philosophy says; that life must be understood backwards.
But then one forgets the other principle: that it must be lived forwards.
Søren Kierkegaard

The main concern of my 1994 architecture masters thesis while studying in Glasgow was suburbanization
and the radically altered social landscape of the postwar years. The focus was on speculatively built suburban
housing in the United Kingdom with a number of American examples including Levittown, a development
of more than 17,000 detached houses on New York’s Long Island. While the thesis was highly critical of
the blandness and conformity to which the suburban dream led it did offer alternative visions of residential
subdivisions including some in Australia and specifically, the projects of Merchant Builders. With nothing more
than an incomplete photocopied version of A Mansion or No House (a report for UDIA on consequences of
planning standards and their impact on land and housing, 1976) by John Paterson, David Yencken and Graeme
Gunn, I cited their cluster housing developments of Winter Park and Elliston. I used these as important examples
in which a group of houses were sited to optimize available land in a more efficient and environmentally sensitive
method than that provided by normal rectangular grid lot suburban subdivisions. From what I could extract from
the worn out pages of the facsimile it appeared that Merchant Builders had been committed to improving the
quality and diversity of volume housing in reaction to the postwar housing boom in Australia. Although I would
not get the chance to examine these prototypes in any level of detail for another eighteen years until I arrived at
the University of Melbourne in October 2012.
Winter Park would be my first stop. Four groups of five connected dwellings joined to share gardens designed
by Ellis Stones still standing in stark contrast to the surrounding suburban condition. More than forty years
after Winter Park was first conceived it still appears as experimental. Like a lived-in prototype, it feels distinctly
different to its neighbouring subdivisions, which says so much about the enlightened vision of the trio who
started Merchant Builders back in 1965. What followed were numerous weekends at ‘open for inspections’
stretching from Brighton to Doncaster and as far as Lorne to see the ‘Four Seasons’ prototypes. I then visited
Graeme Gunn’s studio in 2013 and finally got my hands on an original copy of A Mansion or No House. It
was this visit that exposed the lack of any proper archive other than the small collection of drawings at the
State Library of Victoria and the realization that 2015 would be the 50-year anniversary of the company being
formed. This visit prompted a meeting with David Yencken and what has followed is a mental rewriting of my
thesis, recognizing not just two cluster housing projects but a fifty year legacy which is deserving of recognition
not just in Australia but further afield. The cluster housing may have been influenced by American examples
and specifically William H. Whyte’s book, Cluster Development from 1964 but the distinctive integration of
architecture, landscape setting, shared space, native planting, environmental design, construction, interior
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design and marketing make Merchant Builders not only regionally
significant in relation to individual house prototypes but internationally
significant when the work is considered as a collection.

Image:
Cover of A Mansion
or No House by
John Paterson,
David Yencken and
Graeme Gunn, 1976

David Yencken (entrepreneur), and Graeme Gunn (architect) along
with John Ridge (builder) established Merchant Builders Pty Ltd in
1965 in an attempt to tackle issues of design quality and choice but
more importantly affordability. They were reacting to their experience of
development standards and methods of regulation as major limitations
on the ability of designers and builders to fit new built form to social
functions. Standards, they argued, sought to prevent the bad but they
argued the by-product of standards was instead limiting innovation and
the pursuit of economy. They would later argue that a “better future for
Australian cities in the late twentieth century depends upon a clearer
understanding of the pernicious effects of many current standards. Incentives rather than more restrictive
standards are the effective means of achieving better, cheaper and fairer development” (A Mansion or
No House, 1976). Zoning, lot sizes, density, neighborhood character, open space, streets and drains,
aesthetics and reform are also explored in A Mansion or No House, a book that should be revisited in
the context of the Australian city in 2015. Over the last fifty years, Australia’s population has grown, our
communities have changed, the built form has evolved and city limits have stretched both outwards and
upwards. As A Mansion or No House stated on its opening page: “Australia sits at a turning point. With
the dream slipping from our grasp and increasingly under challenge, we face fundamental issues of equity
between ownership of home and rental of home. Either way, the permissible minimum is too much and
too expensive for too many”. And just as the book was not intended as a magic wand or to be conclusive
neither is this exhibition. The book and the exhibition (thirty-nine years later) are directed towards provoking
thought and discussion among those who control and influence the shape of our urban future.
Fifty years on, the Merchant Builders manifesto and the pages of A Mansion or No House are even more
acutely relevant to the Australian context.
Professor Alan Pert is Director of the Melbourne School of Design at the University of Melbourne.
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REVEALING TERRAIN:

MERCHANT BUILDERS AND THE DESIGNED LANDSCAPE
GINI LEE

Imagine a suburb where there are no fences, where the creeklets and swales are unhindered
in their intent to flow with the natural contours of the land and the trees and vegetation appear
almost as pre-dating human occupation. Imagine a suburb, not so far from the inner city,
where the houses are in close proximity but remain shielded and largely unseen by neighbours.
Such a place is Winter Park in Doncaster, a suburban cluster housing subdivision conceived
to enable the natural qualities of the site to mould a nature-focused living environment. The
domestic landscapes of Merchant Builders dating from the late 1960s heralded a new approach
to establishing relational open and communal spaces for suburban dwellers. The company
promoted through excellence in design the then new and perhaps revolutionary concept for
well-designed housing suited to changing family and work regimes framed through a desire for
connection with landscapes drawn from the immediate surroundings. David Yencken as visionary
director of Merchant Builders, together with architect Graeme Gunn and landscape architect Ellis
Stones produced a challenging new urban model that reached far beyond normative housing
developments. This team realised landscapes that not only provided for a peaceful retreat from
everyday urban life, but also landscapes, gardens and courtyards that worked as places for
recreation as a natural outcome of communing in space unbothered by fences and kerbed and
channelled roads.
On a visit from suburban Sandringham in the mid 1970s as a young interior design student
from RMIT studying photography, I happened upon Winter Park as an assignment, which was
something to do with capturing interior space. After spending sometime attempting to capture
the lofty interior of the Studio House I was continually drawn to the gardens and landscapes
beyond that flowed way inside through large windows facing onto soft courtyards facing the
right way to capture the sun. I produced many more images of the landscapes than the interiors
that visit because they were so other to where most of us were living. The spaces were different:
organically framed by native shrubs, erratically shaped trees and roughly mown grass. The
materials were unfamiliar; house and ground earthy and merging, levels subtly formed through
sleepers, buried stones and a sense of ageless occupation. And there were views in many
directions. I particularly recall looking down a shallow swale way beyond expected boundaries
into spaces where I could imagine getting lost or spending reclusive time shaded by dappled
summer light. I could have been in a park, a nature park, or at least that is how I remember it
now. I read a website of owners’ comments that relate the surprise that people felt when they
realise that they had bought into a communal park. They found that some of the mature trees
such as the ‘500 year old ironbarks’ were part of the previous owner’s naturalist practices and
realised that topographies so often built over and eradicated are revealed in the native terrains of
the Doncaster landscape.
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The Merchant Builders ethos of privileging the landscape grew alongside the development of the
new housing developments, Winter Park and Elliston in Rosanna in particular, and are foundational
to projects undertaken in the early and middle years of the firm’s projects. In Ellis Stones, David
Yencken and Graeme Gunn found the right sensibility in a gardener, stoneworker and landscape
architect who had worked with Edna Walling in her gardens of rocks, flowing forms and mixtures
of native and exotic plantings. The beauty of rocks drawn from natural places, transported and
repositioned with care was a signature design element in ‘Rocky” Stones’ repertoire. His very
useful book Australian Garden Design (1971) opens with reflections about landscapes before
relating practical methods for creating an ‘Australian’ garden. He writes on the importance
of keeping relations with nature in the advent of urban development, of following the natural
contours of the land when making roads, of reducing needless destruction of landscapes, and
on the need for an interdisciplinary meeting of minds at the inception of every project in order to
plan how to proceed. Others who followed the practices of the then elderly Stones, in particular
Steve Calhoun and Rodney Wulff of Tract Consultants, continued to evoke his style while creating
new landscapes through planning and gardening drawn from site qualities and values, and also
reinforcing practical planting and landscape features drawn from their experience in Californian
as much as Victorian climates.
In a public presentation at Melbourne’s MPavilion in October 2015, Steve Calhoun proffered the
idea that change happens at the right time due to a confluence of associations and external
conditions all coming together to produce new ways of shaping and making places.Discussing
the many projects that demonstrate that landscape architecture and urban design practice have
shaped the big changes in the form and vibrancy of inner Melbourne, Steve evoked the fortunate
situation in the early 1980s of the Minister for Planning (Evan Walker) and the Secretary of the
Ministry for Planning and Environment in Victoria (David Yencken) working in concert to imagine
and to realise a new Melbourne fabric. Their concern with community, ecology and excellence in
planning and design influenced a range of policy innovations such as the Victorian Cluster Codes
drawn directly from experiences learnt from projects such as Winter Park and its authors. Over a
long, intensive and creative life David Yencken has championed the understanding and criticality
of nature and natural systems in the built environment while promoting new design ideas and
experiments in contemporary living, whether in private or public realms. Taking a walk around
Winter Park some forty years on, Yencken’s, Gunn’s and Stone’s ideas for a liveable landscape
as foundation to built form continue to appeal and to inform.
Images:
Winter Park, Doncaster

Professor Gini Lee is the Elizabeth Murdoch Chair of Landscape Architecture at the University
of Melbourne.
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MERCHANT BUILDERS PEOPLE
In preparing this exhibition, it was found that many design professionals, administrative staff and business people were
associated with Merchant Builders. This is a tentative list of many of the people who owned, worked with or worked for
Merchant Builders between 1965 and 1991 (apologies to anyone who may have been left out!):

JULIAN
ASHTON-LOMAX
HARLEY
ANSTEE
MICHAEL BAKER DAVID BEAUCHAMP ROBIN BOYD
SUZY BOYD STEVE CALHOUN PETER CARMICHAEL
ROBIN COCKS RUSSELL COLEMAN CHRIS DANCE
TERRY DORROUGH CHARLES DUNCAN JAMES EARLE
PETER EDGELY NEIL EVERIST JANNE FAULKNER
JOHN GOLLINGS BARRY GRAY KEVIN GREENHATCH
GRAEME GUNN GRAZIA GUNN DARYL JACKSON
LEO
DE
JONG
GINI
LEE
TOM
LUXTON
HOWARD
MCCORKELL
SUE
MCFALL
DAVID
MCGLASHAN
ADRIAN
MCMAHON
SUSAN
MALONE
DAVID
MARRINER
MAX
MAY
TONY
MUSSEN
JOHN
REID
JOHN
RIDGE
PETER
SANDOW
GRAHAM
SHAW
ANTHEA
STAVELEY
ALEX
STITT
ELLIS
STONES
KEVIN TAYLOR WARREN THOMPSON KURT VELD
BRUCE
WEATHERHEAD
TREVOR
WILSON
ROB WHYTE RODNEY WULFF DAVID YENCKEN
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HARLEY ANSTEE

STEVE CALHOUN

Harley Anstee is currently Joint Managing Director of Nexus
Designs, after being personally invited to join the company
by Janne Faulkner in 1975. That year was the beginning
of his thirty-five year, and still ongoing, journey with Nexus
Designs. Anstee completed an Interior Design course at
RMIT in 1965 and his passion for contemporary Australian
art and modern furniture is reflected in his contribution to
both Merchant Builders and Nexus Designs. Anstee believes
that the vibrant colours of Australian landscapes can inspire
Australian design.

Steve Calhoun is a founding director of Tract Consultants
and has been a leading specialist of landscape design and
urban design in Australia for over forty years. Born in the
United States of America, Calhoun received his training in
landscape architecture at Iowa State University and Harvard
University. After moving from Peter Walker’s San Francisco
office to Melbourne in 1976 to replace Rodney Wulff while
he was studying for his PhD at Cornell University, Calhoun
became part of a small multi-disciplinary design team
known as Tract Consultants, sourced and put together by
David Yencken of Merchant Builders. Formed in 1973, Tract
Consultants was a landscape architecture and planning
firm that was initially created to work on Merchant Builders
projects. One of Tract Consultants’ early significant projects
was assisting Merchant Builders in the development of
Vermont Park, in which Calhoun played a major role in
the treatment of the landscape, giving the impression that
the houses, community house and swimming pool were
set within a forest. The promotion of Australian landscape
design tempered by the judicious use of exotic flora was
introduced to Australia largely by Calhoun, who has
continued to raise the profile of landscape design ever
since through his teachings, lectures and publications.
Calhoun is currently a Professorial Fellow at The University
of Melbourne and is well known for his design involvement in
the foreshore redevelopments for St Kilda (1979), Newcastle
(1981), Southbank (1989) and Cairns (2003), as well as the
Tarrawarra Museum of Art (2003).

Anstee is a Fellow of the Design Institute of Australia (DIA) and
co-author with Janne Faulkner of the books, The Making of
a House (2003), Living (2006), and Using Australian Colour
(2002) which delivers their special selection of colours for
each project, showing differences which relate to each
project’s uniqueness and specific needs, whilst paying
tribute to local materials and colours.
Anstee has been instrumental to the awarding-winning
success of Nexus Designs and to contemporary Australian
design, His attentiveness to simplicity and freshness in
design, is demonstrated through his collaboration with
BlueScope Steel in discovering new colour palettes and
nurturing young design talent.
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COCKS & CARMICHAEL

TERRY DORROUGH

The much-awarded Melbourne partnership of Cocks &
Carmichael, which specialized in individual and project
houses, was established in 1968 by Robin Cocks (1941) and Peter Carmichael (1942-). Both graduated in
architecture from the University of Melbourne, Cocks in 1965
and Carmichael in 1966. Prior to the partnership, Cocks had
worked for the Mclntyre Partnership (1965), architectural
delineator Brian Burr (1966) and Tompkins Shaw & Evans
(1966-8), while Carmichael had worked for Bernard Hanmer
& Associates (1966), then Richardson Hanmer (1967-8).

Born in Toowomba, Queensland, Terry Dorrough (1939-) is
a well-known Sydney architect who produced a series of
important house designs for Merchant Builders in the 1970s.
He studied architecture at the University of NSW, graduating
in 1962. He then joined the Sydney-based firm of McConnel,
Smith & Johnson, and later travelled to Japan, Scandinavia
and finally London, where he worked for Yorke Rosenberg
& Mardall. Dorrough returned to Sydney in 1967 and
established his own practice, which specialized in residential
design. He also completed a master’s degree in Town and
Country Planning from the University of Sydney, graduating
in 1972. Dorrough’s residential work has included innovative
examples of project housing, and in 1978 his ‘Open House’
(1971), designed in a modular grid using either timber or
steel construction and having five plan variations, and his
‘Pavilion House’ for Merchant Builders in Melbourne received
recognition within the RAIA Victorian Chapter Awards. The
house in which Dorrough lives on Dangar Island (c.1989) on
the Hawkesbury River, NSW, where he has been actively
involved in community planning, has also received critical
acclaim.

In the late 1960s and early 1970s, the firm’s initial design
approach was characterized by chamfered roofing and
brick seconds, then newly in favour among younger
Melbourne architects. Around 1977 to 1980, Cocks
& Carmichael demonstrated increasingly innovative
residential design, exemplified by the Pennycuick House
at Airey’s Inlet (1979). At this time, Cocks & Carmichael
also became consultant architects for Merchant Builders.
One of Cocks & Carmichael’s first projects for Merchant
Builders was Beach Grove, a cluster of eleven houses, which
opened in 1977 in Johns Road, Mornington. Concurrently,
they had designed a number of houses for a display location
in Robinson’s Road, Frankston, which involved the L-Shape,
U-Shape, Split Level and Rectangle Houses. The designs of
these houses all maintained a strong relationship between
indoor and outdoor spaces, and they were intended to
extend the lower cost bracket of the Merchant Builders
range. In 1978, larger versions – the Split Level, the Long
Split Level, the U Shape and a modified Rectangle – were
constructed at Sunset Avenue and Warrandyte Road,
Templestowe. These houses marked a turning point for
Merchant Builders, with a new emphasis on streetscape
where each house presented a composed street elevation.
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CHARLES DUNCAN

JANNE FAULKNER

Born in Melbourne, Charles Duncan (1933-) studied
architecture at the Royal Melbourne Technical College
(RMTC) where he received a Fellowship Diploma before
attending the University of Melbourne from 1956 to 1959.
Duncan’s solo practice, which focused mainly on domestic
architecture, received numerous awards and published
praise. His Williams House in Ivanhoe (1962-3) was
awarded both the 1965 RAIA Architecture Medal and the
Architecture and Arts award. The Okalyi House in Eltham
(1968) and Welsh House (1968) in Heidelberg were also
among the projects that gained RAIA awards in 1969.
Duncan has said of this work that:

Janne Faulkner (1933-) was born in Tasmania, just outside
Launceston. Though possessing no formal training in interior
design, she grew up in an environment, which placed a
strong aesthetic emphasis on the home. She has always
had a strong interest in architecture and the arts.

“My feelings are strongly oriented to the organic
approach where a house is closely linked to its
surroundings and extends from them as part of it
not on it.”
Duncan was a contributor to the Merchant Builders’ Elliston
cluster housing project in Rosanna. Heavily influenced by
the organic architectural principles explored by Frank Lloyd
Wright, Duncan’s design responded to the surrounding
site conditions by harmonizing both architecture and
landscape. Natural materials, dark timber stains, clinker
bricks and heavy beams were among the other Wrightinfluenced design elements seen at Elliston. Among the
other features that embodied both Merchant Builders
and Duncan’s site specific approach to architecture were:
private courtyards, broad overhanging eaves, timber
sunshade slats and a careful consideration of natural light.

Faulkner became involved in design when, in 1967, she
met David Yencken at a dinner party. Shortly afterward
Yencken offered her a job with Merchant Builders as an
interior designer. Faulkner designed in accordance with
Merchant Builders’ preferred aesthetic, which emphasized
the Australian landscape and used Australian timbers and
materials. She initiated a policy of purchasing the best of
Australian contemporary art and fostering young Australian
artists, furniture designers and craftsmen, a practice which
Nexus Designs, the company she founded, continues
to do today. Faulkner started Nexus Designs as the sole
director and Harley Anstee joined her in 1975, forming a very
successful partnership, which continues.
Faulkner has had a significant influence on Australian interior
and graphic design, having developed the colour palette
for the Laminex kitchen bench, the design and colours of
certain toilet tissue papers, Colorbond steel roofing and
even the colours for various telephone designs. Throughout
her career, she has continued to be a leader in Australian
interior design, both in residential and commercial settings.
Her designs maintain a tradition of timelessness, naturalness
and simplicity, yet with an element of surprise. In 1982,
Faulkner was appointed a Member of the Order of Australia
for her services and contribution to the arts as a designer.
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JOHN GOLLINGS

BARRY GRAY

Born in Melbourne, John Gollings (1944-) was one of
Merchant Builders’ favored photographers throughout the
1970s and 1980s, succeeding Kurt Veld after his departure
for Western Australia. One of his earliest commissions was
for Winter Park. Gollings made his first photographs and
received darkroom tuition at age eleven, before studying Arts
and Architecture at the University of Melbourne. Later in his
career, he completed a Masters degree in Architecture from
RMIT University. He is an Honorary Fellow of the Australian
Institute of Architects.

Barry Gray (1944-) defined the architectural style of
Merchant Builders in the mid-1970s and 1980s. His legacy
is a number of iconic Merchant Builder houses, including the
Gable, Gallery, Two Storey, Glynt and Trombe Houses.

Today, Gollings is widely recognized as one of Australia’s
most significant photographers of architecture and the
built environment. He is considered one of the nation’s
most expert architectural documenters, especially of
ancient and modern cities around the world, achieved
mostly through aerial photography. His photographs are
characterized by strong formal composition balanced by
an ability to contextualize a site and widen the appeal of
a project. He has received an Australia Council Visual Arts
Board Grant and the President’s Award of the Australian
Institute of Architects. In recent years Gollings has written
and photographed for books on Australian architectural style
and lectured on architectural and advertising photography
at various Australian universities. In 2010 John Gollings
was co-creator of Now and When: Australian Urbanism,
the Australian exhibit at the 12th International Architecture
Biennale in Venice.
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Gray graduated from RMIT in 1969, after studying for the
then 6 year (3 years full time, 3 years part-time) Architecture
Diploma. Inspired by Graeme Gunn’s first display centre
at Glen Waverley, Gray went and, in his own words, “just
knocked on his door” and was lucky enough to find work
as a student architect with Gunn’s practice. In 1970, he left
and worked in London for two years, before returning to
Australia in 1972. His first port of call was Merchant Builders,
where he was subsequently employed full time as a senior
architect, replacing the departing Rob Whyte.
This began Gray’s fifteen-year involvement with Merchant
Builders. He became the longest serving Principal Architect
for the company, leading the design on the Two Storey
House (1984), The Gable, Gallery and Glynt houses (1986),
and Trombe House (with Leo De Jong in 1983) and many
custom designs for individual clients.
Gray left Merchant Builders in 1987, and was replaced as
Principal Architect by Peter Sandow. After working for a
short period of time at NTMH Architects, Gray started his
own architectural practice in 1988, specializing in residential
work. In 1990 when Merchant Builders went into liquidation,
he established Format Builders with former Merchant
Builders colleagues to continue the tradition of the pioneering
housing company.

GRAEME GUNN

Architect Graeme Gunn (1933-) was an extremely influential
figure in the design success and longevity of the Merchant
Builders phenomenon. He studied architecture at Royal
Melbourne Institute of Technology (1956-1960) and was
associated with Merchant Builders for over twenty years.
Gunn began his career in the office of Grounds, Romberg
and Boyd (1960-1962), where he met David Yencken
while working on the Black Dolphin Motel at Merimbula.
The two later reunited while studying Chinese language at
the University of Melbourne. Both shared concerns over
the state of housing design in Victoria. This led to Gunn’s
involvement with Merchant Builders after Yencken and John
Ridge established the company in 1965.

Credited with changing the landscape of suburban housing
in Australia, Gunn was awarded the President’s Award for
Lifetime Contribution to Victorian Architecture in 2001,
and in 2011, he was the recipient of the Gold Medal of the
Australian Institute of Architects.

Yencken and Gunn worked together to develop a range of
affordable well-designed houses that responded to site and
landscape. Gunn’s medium density designs for townhouses
and project housing integrated built form with landscape, a
strategy developed through working closely with landscape
designer, Ellis Stones. While working for Merchant Builders,
Gunn, along with Yencken, was influential in establishing
the Cluster Title Act (1974) and Model Cluster Code (1975).
Gunn eventually left Merchant Builders in the early 1970s,
before returning with his Four Seasons range for David
Marriner in 1986.
Throughout his career Gunn pursued practice under his
own name, later as Gunn Williams Fender (previously Gunn
Hayball), and he worked with the Docklands Authority,
VicUrban, RMIT, and is currently practising as Gunn Dyring
Architecture and Urban Design. Iconic buildings designed
by Gunn include the Baronda House, Nelson Inlet (1968)
for David Yencken and the Plumbers and Gasfitters Union
Building, Carlton (1968-69).
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LEO DE JONG

DARYL JACKSON

Leo de Jong (1947-) graduated in architecture from ETH
Zürich in Switzerland. As de Jong was about to leave
Australia to return to Europe in 1975, he met Howard
McCorkell who asked if he would join him at Merchant
Builders. De Jong has not left Melbourne since. During his
ten years with Merchant Builders as part of the in-house
design team with Barry Gray and Rob Whyte, he worked
on a number of successful projects including the Trombe
House (1983) with Barry Gray, which won the Housing
Industry Association’s 1982 House of the Year Award; the
Garden House, which was a successful modification of one
of Terry Dorrough’s designs, and he developed the Pavilion
House at Vermont Park. After leaving Merchant Builders in
1985, he became a director of number of private practices.
Significant projects included individual designs for a large
country house for the trustees of Yellowglen and a series of
townhouses in Mornington. He then established his own firm
De Jong Architects in South Melbourne, where he continues
to deliver his passion for design excellence and promote the
legacy of Merchant Builders.

Daryl Jackson (1937-) was born in Clunes, Victoria
and studied architecture at RMIT and the University
of Melbourne, graduating in 1959. The several years
following university were spent working in England and
the United States. By 1965, Jackson had co-founded with
fellow graduate Evan Walker (1935-2015) an architectural
practice, which specialised in residential and educational
buildings.
Jackson joined the Merchant Builders design team in
1968, working with then-associate Evan Walker as well
as architects Graeme Gunn, Charles Duncan, David
McGlashan and Neil Everist to design fifty different project
houses for Merchant Builders’ Elliston Estate in Rosanna.
At the same time, his practice Daryl Jackson Evan Walker
Pty Ltd pursued educational and sporting projects such as
the Harold Holt Swimming Pool (1969, with Kevin Borland),
an area into which Jackson would later continue to practise
as a stand-alone architect, responsible for award-winning
projects such as the Sydney Conservatorium of Music
(2001) and the County Court of Victoria (2003). Jackson
has also sustained a career in academia, and for his
contribution in all areas of architecture he was appointed as
an Officer of the Order of Australia in 1990.

DAVID MARRINER

HOWARD MCCORKELL

David Marriner is a property developer who owns a number
of Melbourne’s iconic central city theatres. He was recently
described “as a hard-nosed developer, yet passion and
heart have at times ruled his behaviour.”

Howard McCorkell (1940-2012) was a notable architect,
landscape architect and town planner and one of the
very first professionally recognized landscape architects
in Victoria. His contributions to urban planning included
involvement in numerous urban planning frameworks, the
facilitation of nationwide creative subdivisions, and housing
designs as well as countless outstanding landscape and
urban design projects that were the consequence of his
leadership and encouragement. His focus on environmental
issues and multi-disciplinary practice led to involvement with
Merchant Builders in the early 1970s, where he developed
with David Yencken and Graeme Gunn the cluster-housing
concept to produce the Model Cluster Code. This code
was fundamental in establishing residential-approval
frameworks, which are at the core of contemporary
residential practice today. Alongside Merchant Builders
founder David Yencken, Howard McCorkell, Steve Calhoun
and Rodney Wulff established Tract Consultants in 1973.
The notable landscape consultancy practice developed a
national reputation after it won the Newcastle Foreshore
Development competition in 1981. Tract continues today
as a leading contemporary multidisciplinary design practice,
spanning landscape architecture, urban design and town
planning.

Merchant Builders was sold to Marriner in 1986 during the
life of the Porter Road and Beverly Hills Drive Templestowe
display site, which included designs by architects Graeme
Gunn, Terry Dorrough, Peter Carmichael, Barry Gray and
Peter Sandow. During this period Merchant Builders was
looking for a new direction to meet the challenges posed by
the changing housing market and it was at this juncture that
Marriner saw an opportunity to push the emphasis of the
company towards larger executive-style housing. Parting
with the previous traditions of Merchant Builders, Marriner’s
ownership saw a shift in the marketing of Merchant Builders’
products towards one-off elaborate housing which left
little room for client consultation concerning interiors and
landscape.
Despite the emphasis on larger executive houses, Marriner
was instrumental in the development of the Four Seasons
range. Graeme Gunn had long since severed his connection
with Merchant Builders, but while passing through the
Merchant Builders office, he showed Marriner his Four
Seasons designs. Perhaps driven by “passion and heart”,
Marriner decided “off the hip” to develop the Four Seasons
range, which remains one of Merchant Builders’ most iconic
designs of the 1980s.
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MCGLASHAN & EVERIST

JOHN RIDGE

Born in Melbourne, David McGlashan (1927-1997) attended
Wesley College and studied engineering and architecture at
the University of Melbourne. Born in Geelong, Neil Everist
(1929-) attended Geelong College and studied architecture
first at the Gordon Institute of Technology and later at the
University of Melbourne where he met McGlashan. The
partnership of McGlashan & Everist was formed in 1955.
They worked from two offices, one based in Melbourne and
the other in Geelong with constant communication between
the two. During the 1960s McGlashan & Everist was at the
forefront of proposing different approaches to lifestyle and
nature by building for Australian cultural and environmental
conditions. The firm’s houses expressed Bauhaus principles
of simplicity and elegance, open planning, light-filled
pavilions, modular designs and consistently employed a
limited range of materials and colour. The practice achieved
recognition for its late modernist residential designs then
later concentrated largely on educational work. Everist
retired in 1997, the same year that McGlashan passed away.
The company was handed over to Max Gurrie, John Lee
and Geoffrey Saunders. All three, graduates from Deakin
University, had a long working experience alongside the
firm’s founders.

Arriving in Australia in 1939 at the age of 18, John Ridge
(1920-1992) immediately joined the army spending time
as an interpreter. After World War II, he opened the Boston
Timber Company in Port Melbourne. From the late 1950s,
Ridge was an investor in David Yencken’s two motels, the
Mitchell Valley Motel in Bairnsdale and the Black Dolphin
Motel at Merimbula, and it was through this relationship
that the two eventually partnered to form Merchant Builders
shortly after in 1965.

One of the most notable cluster housing developments
undertaken by Merchant Builders was the Elliston Estate,
Rosanna (1969-70). Together with Graeme Gunn, Charles
Duncan, Daryl Jackson and Ellis Stones, McGlashan & Everist
contributed four elegant house plans each surrounded by
parkland designed by Ellis Stones.
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Ridge was key in the operation of Merchant Builders as a
successful business and he personally signed off on and
handed over large numbers of houses to budding new
homeowners.
When Ridge retired in 1985, he became a Board Member
of the Australian Centre for Contemporary Art (ACCA) in its
founding years and served until his passing. In that role, he
a played crucial part in negotiating its affiliation with Monash
University in 1991 and his love for building continued as he
led the conversion of the CUB Malthouse into the Playbox
Theatre. Artistic director, Carillo Gantner said of Ridge;
“John gave us so much of himself: his commitment, good
taste, and his sheer practical good sense. We couldn’t
have built the Malthouse without him; he built it with an
enormous amount of love. You couldn’t buy that sort of
project management. All the artists who use the Malthouse
owe John a great debt.”
John Ridge lived the complete Merchant Builders story as
well. He and his family lived in one of the four townhouses in
the Graeme Gunn-designed, Merchant Builders constructed
and marketed development in Grange Road, Toorak (1967).
The landscaping was by Ellis Stones and Janne Faulkner
of Nexus Designs designed the kitchen and living room
cabinetry.

PETER SANDOW

ALEX STITT

The architectural firm Fooks Martin was appointed by David
Marriner in 1986 to undertake design work for Merchant
Builders. This was a major architectural commission and
Fooks Martin appointed a new partner Peter Sandow to
head up the Merchant Builders division and the practice
became Fooks Martin Sandow (FMS). The demise of
Merchant Builders in 1991 at the end of the 1980s boom led
to the establishment of a project housing joint venture with
Kincaid Builders, which marketed from three display homes
designed by FMS and made available by the Merchant
Builders’ receivers. This helped FMS survive the 1990-2
building recession.

Alexander (Alex) Stitt (1937-) is one of the pioneers of
modern Australian graphic design. He is also known as an
illustrator, animator and writer. The dose of humour and wit
that characterizes his work was driven not simply by pure
design but also by the power of narrative. Stitt believed that
“art does not reproduce the visible; rather it makes visible.”

For Merchant Builders, Sandow was responsible for many
of the company’s late 1980s houses designs, including ‘The
Argyle House’ (c.1987) and a group of three houses (the
‘Town’, ‘Metropolitan’ and ‘Link’ houses) that were included
in the Housing Industry Association’s Manna Court village
at Mount Waverley in 1989. With Barry Gray, Sandow also
designed more than fifty individual speculative houses at
different locations for Merchant Builders.

Joining fellow RMIT graduate Bruce Weatherhead in
1964, they established the first graphic design studio,
Weatherhead & Stitt, which offered broadcast media as
well as graphic and print designs. Their simple, bold and
animated illustrations with colours evocative of the 1960s
and 1970s won the firm numerous design awards. At the
same time, they collaborated with Merchant Builders from
the mid-1960s onward to provide a unique brand image for
Victoria’s iconic project house building company from the
1960s to the 1980s.
The culmination of the Weatherhead & Stitt collaboration was
The Jigsaw Factory, which produced various educational
books and games. Stitt later took a solo path, establishing
At et al Pty Ltd, continuing his expertise in graphic design
and film. As James Button has observed, one of Stitt’s most
notable creations was Norm, the crude but compelling
couch potato, for the Life - Be In It campaign. From 1990,
Stitt worked in partnership with his wife Paddy with a major
focus on education-based publications. In 2011, Stitt’s
immense body of work was documented and published as
Stitt: Autobiographics, showcasing his fifty-year legacy in
graphic design.
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ELLIS STONES

BRUCE WEATHERHEAD

Ellis Stones (1895-1975) was born at Wodonga in
northeastern Victoria. He grew up in suburban Essendon
but his lifelong love of landscape and delight in the natural
shapes of rock and tree were formed during rambles in the
hills around Euroa in country Victoria. After World War I,
Stones resumed his work as a carpenter. During an alteration
project, Stones met landscape designer Edna Walling, who
had been commissioned to design the garden and she
recognized his aesthetic ability through his construction of a
rock wall in the new garden. Walling urged him to ‘put away
his carpentry tools and take on rock work’. Stones worked
with Walling for some time building dry stone walls, outcrops,
pools and paths in her gardens in some of Melbourne’s
finest homes. Stones soon had the confidence to undertake
commissions on his own and started to concentrate on
garden design.

Known as one of the fathers of modern Australian graphic
design, the fearless and idiosyncratic style of Bruce
Weatherhead (1939-2011) helped define a new Australian
visual language. Although recognized in the 1960s as one
half of the groundbreaking and award winning partnership
of Weatherhead & Stitt (a ten year partnership with Alex Stitt
from 1964 until 1973), and then in 1974 continuing on with a
successful solo career for another thirty years, Weatherhead’s
work is not widely known today and few records indicate
the breadth and significance of his contribution. In 1971, for
example, Weatherhead & Stitt opened The Jigsaw Factory in
Bridge Road, Richmond, a combined retail outlet, educational
centre for kids, and the Weatherhead & Stitt studio. The
concept emerged from working with educationalists Bill
and Lorna Hannan, who convinced publishing house
Cheshire to produce a revolutionary package of English
teaching materials that finished up looking more like a big
box of toys and games. The venture expanded and after
nearly two years working with the Hannans and other
contributors, Weatherhead & Stitt designed more than one
hundred learning/play products that were sold at The Jigsaw
Factory. Central to Weatherhead’s career was his work and
numerous designs for Merchant Builders, which during the
late 1960s, assumed a more tongue-in-cheek angle toward
advertising the firm’s ideals and its main protagonists, all
of which served to personalize the company in addition to
distinguishing its product.

In 1965, at the age of 70, Stones was appointed by
David Yencken and John Ridge as landscape architect
to Merchant Builders Pty Ltd, and it was through this
appointment that he made the concept of landscape design
more widely accessible and popular. He was also a strong
supporter of the establishment of the Australian Institute of
Landscape Architects in 1968. Merchant Builders named
Elliston, a subdivision at Rosanna, after him. Appearances
on television (1969-73), a column in the Australian Home
Beautiful (1970-75) and his best-selling book, Australian
Garden Design (1971), added to his reputation. Simplicity of
design, love of timber, rocks and boulders and a feeling for
the subtle, subdued colours of the Australian landscape are
the hallmarks of his work as a landscape architect.
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Bruce Weatherhead said “Graphic design should be all
about ideas and joy...it’s provided me with an absolutely
beautiful life.”

KURT VELD

RODNEY WULFF

Latvian-born photographer Kurt Veld (1931-2011) was one
of Merchant Builders’ key photographers in the company’s
formative years. Working closely with Merchant Builders
from 1965 until the early 1970s, Veld’s bold and artistic style
of photography fitted in well with the company’s design
direction of environmentally sympathetic house, landscape
and site layout. Much of his early career centred on fashion
photography, advertising and graphic art. Veld’s peers saw
him as a lively and eccentric artist who created unique
and thought provoking images. One of his most important
commissions was the environmental photo essay for John
Button’s edited book Look Here! Considering the Australian
Environment (1968). Many architects like Graeme Gunn, Bill
Nankivell and Bernard Joyce used Veld to document their
buildings - he lent them an artistic edge. Following his work
with Merchant Builders – Elliston was his last commission
- Veld moved to Western Australia where he went on to
produce a number of celebrated photographic works
oriented around landscape and the natural environment.

Born in Australia, Rodney Wulff trained in landscape
architecture at the Universities of Oregon and Harvard and
later completed his PhD at Cornell University (1977). After
being approached by David Yencken of Merchant Builders to
work on the firm’s site layouts and landscape designs, Wulff
co-founded Tract Consultants with architect planner Howard
McCorkell and landscape architect Steve Calhoun in 1973,
and became the firm’s Managing Director in 1996. In 1974,
Tract was commissioned to report on new forms of housing
subdivision at Gungahlin New Town, Canberra (1974) for
the National Capital Development Commission. The firm’s
report made extensive use of the cluster subdivision model.
In 1977, Merchant Builders and Tract completed Vermont
Park, an award-winning cluster subdivision of 43 homes
in Vermont South. A long-time landscape consultant to
Merchant Builders, Wulff’s analytical approach and extensive
experience in natural resource analysis and regional resource
studies over more than forty years contributed to not just the
success of Merchant Builders’ 1970s landscape designs but
also Tract’s ongoing success and impact across Australian
landscape architecture more generally. Today Wulff continues
to work on a range of projects as well as playing the role
of a distinguished elder statesman and mentor to the next
generation of Australian landscape architects.
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DAVID YENCKEN

Born in Berlin, David Yencken (1931-) was educated at
Geelong Grammar School and later received a Bachelor of
Arts from the University of Cambridge. In 1956, Yencken
helped open Brummels Gallery in South Yarra, one of the
first galleries dedicated to Australian painting. The Mitchell
Valley Motel in Bairnsdale was Yencken’s first building
project and it operated from 1957 until 1960. It was one of
the earliest well-designed motels in Australia, and certainly
one of the most influential. Through this project he became
acquainted with architect Robin Boyd, who Yencken
commissioned to design the groundbreaking Black Dolphin
Motel in Merimbula, NSW (1960-2).
In 1965, Yencken co-founded Merchant Builders with
business partner John Ridge, and together they brought on
Graeme Gunn as principal architect, Ellis Stones as initial
landscape architect and later Janne Faulkner as interior
designer. Acting as chairman and Joint Managing Director of
Merchant Builders, Yencken helped pioneer a revolutionary
language of project housing in Victoria, which fused modern
and understated architectural design with native landscape.
The radical cluster developments of Merchant Builders led
to the formation of the Victorian Cluster Code Committee in
1971, chaired by Yencken and this undertaking culminated
in the creation of the Cluster Title Act of 1974. Merchant
Builders won the inaugural Robin Boyd Environmental Award
for “changing the face of residential Melbourne” in 1972, and
three Victorian Architectural Medals. Concurrently, Yencken
founded Tract Consultants, a firm of urban planners,
landscape architects and resource analysts; holding the
position of Chairman and Managing Director from 1973 to
1979.
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Yencken’s seminal Report on the National Estate in 1974
resulted in the establishment of the Victorian Heritage
commission, which made recommendations for funding
towards conservation projects. He became its inaugural
chairman in 1975, and received the RAIA Robin Boyd
Environmental Award for his work as chairman in 1976.
Yencken represented Australia twice as a joint leader of
the Australian Delegation to the UNESCO World Heritage
Committee in 1980 and 1981, and in 1982 he became
secretary of the Victorian Ministry of Planning and
Environment.
Yencken is currently Professor Emeritus within the Faculty
of Architecture, Building and Planning at the University of
Melbourne. He served as the Elisabeth Murdoch Chair
of Landscape Architecture and Environmental Planning
from 1988 to 1997. A former president of the Australian
Conservation Foundation and inaugural Chairman of
the Australian Committee of the International Council on
Monuments and Sites (ICOMOS), he also became a member
of the Commonwealth Urban Design Taskforce in 1994, and
chaired the Design Committee of the Australia Council for
the Arts. Yencken has published several books, articles,
essays and journals, and has remained an enduring figure in
pioneering Australian architecture, planning and landscape.
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AWARDS RECEIVED BY PROJECTS UNDER MERCHANT BU
1965

1966

1965 Victorian Architects Awards
Single Houses
Williams House
4 Glenard Drive, Heidelberg
Charles Duncan
1966 Victorian Architects Awards
Single Houses
Richardson House
14 Brewster Street, Essendon
Graeme Gunn
1971 Victorian Architects Awards
Special Commendation
Cross Street, Housing Development, Carlton
Earle Shaw & Partners
1972 Victorian Architects Awards
Award Of Merit
New Club House, Royal South Yarra Tennis Club
Verdant Avenue, Toorak.
Graeme Gunn
1972 Victorian Architects Awards
Awa Of Merit
Award
Kingswood Junior School
355 Station Street, Box Hill.
Earle Shaw & Partners
1974 Victorian Architects Awards
The AGE/RAIA House Of The Year Award
Bronze Medal
Rattle House, Bowallan, Harkaway
Max May
1974 Victorian Architects Awards
The AGE/RAIA House Of The Year Award
Citation
Johnson House, Mt. Eliza
Cocks & Carmichael
1975 Victorian Architects Awards
The AGE/RAIA House Of The Year Award
Citation
Woodley House, Keating Avenue, Sorrento
Cocks & Carmichael
1975 Victorian Architects Awards
Robin Boyd Environmental Award
Bronze Medal
Awarded Posthumously To Ellis Stones, Landscape Designer For His Works
Ellis Stones
1976 Victorian Architects Awards
The AGE/RAIA House Of The Year Award
Citation
Traschel House
9 Shakespeare Grove, Hawthorn
Max May
1976 Victorian Architects Awards
RAIA Housing Award
Citation
Units 13 Kent Street, Kew
Cocks & Carmichael

1967

1969

1970

1971

1972

1973

1974

1975

1976

1977

1978

VIC
GRO
VER
TRA

1977 Victorian Architectural Awards
The AGE/RAIA House Of The Year Award
Citation
Civic Growth House, Terrace Road, Vermont
Cocks & Carmichael

VICTOR
PROJE
OPEN H
TERRY

1978 Victorian Architecture Awards
Buildings Awards – Citation
Collingwood Centenary Swimming Centre
Turnbull Street, Clifton Hill
Daryl Jackson Evan Walker Pty. Ltd.

VICTORIAN
PROJECT H
RECTANGL
COCKS & C

1979 Victorian Architecture Awards
The AGE/RAIA House Of The Year Housing
Awards – Citation
House Kew
Spicer House,
Max May
1979 Victorian Architecture Awards
The AGE/RAIA House Of The Year Group Housing Awards – Citation
Royal Melbourne Hospital Staff Housing Project
North Melbourne
Daryl Jackson& Evan Walker
1980 Victorian Architecture Awards
Housing: New Housing Awards – Citation
Solar Project House 3
Lower Templestowe
Cocks & Carmichael
1980 Victorian Architecture Awards
Housing: New Housing Awards – Citation
Abrahams House, Brighton
Daryl Jackson
1980 Victorian Architecture Awards
ACROD/RAIA Award - Citation
Ararat Arts Activity Centre
Graeme Gunn
Pt Ltd.
Gunn Hayball Pty.
1981 Victorian Architecture Awards
Buildings: Rejuvenated Building Award - Citation
Kendall’s Wine Shop
Toorak Road, South Yarra
Cocks & Carmichael
1980 Victorian Architecture Awards
Buildings: Rejuvenated Buildings Award –
Merit Award
Prahran Municipal Market
Graeme Gunn
Gunn Hayball Pty. Ltd.
1982 Victorian Architecture Awards
Robert Joseph Haddon Medal For Excellence In
Architecture
Abrahams House, Brighton
Daryl Jackson
1984 Victorian Architecture Awards
Housing: New Housing Awards – Merit Award
Toorak House
Hoptetoun Road, Toorak
Cocks & Carmichael

UNCONFIRMED AWARDS
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1968

Awards received by architects associated by merchant builders but status unconfrimed
whether it is under Merchant Builders or not.

VICTORIAN AR
BUILDINGS A
STATE BANK S
DARYL JACKS

VICTORIAN ARCHITECTS AWARDS
BUILDINGS AWARD - CITATION
A.M.W.U. OFFICE BUILDING, 174 VICTOR
GUNN HAYBALL PTY. LTD.
VICTORIAN ARCHITECTS AWARDS
RAIA HOUSING AWARD - CITATION
WINTER PARK, HIGH STREET, DONCASTER
GRAEME GUNN
VICTORIAN ARCHITECTS AWARDS
ROBIN BOYD ENVIRONMENTAL AWARD
MERCHANT BUILDERS PTY. LTD.
CONTRIBUTIONS TO HOUSING DEVELOPMENT IN MELBOURNE

VICTORIAN ARCHITECTS - AWARDS CITATION
PLUMBERS AND GASFITTERS EMPLOYEES UNION BUILDING, 62 VICTORIA STREET, CARL
GRAEME GUNN

VICTORIAN ARCHITECTS AWARDS - BRONZE MEDAL
TOWN HOUSE, 76 MOLESWORTH, KEW
GRAEME GUNN

MERCHANT
RCHANT BUILDERS
BUILDERS

77 1977 1978 1978 1979 1979 1980 1980 1981 1981 1982 1982 1983 1983 1984 1984 1985 1985
VICTORIAN
VICTORIAN
ARCHITECTURE
ARCHITECTURE
AWARDS
AWARDS
GROUPGROUP
HOUSING
HOUSING
AWARDS
AWARDS
– CITATION
– CITATION
VERMONT
VERMONT
PARK, 531
PARK,BURWOOD
531 BURWOOD
HIGHWAY,
HIGHWAY,
VERMONT
VERMONT
SOUTHSOUTH
TRACT TRACT
CONSULTANTS
CONSULTANTS
AND MERCHANT
AND MERCHANT
DESIGNDESIGN
VICTORIAN
VICTORIAN
ARCHITECTURE
ARCHITECTURE
AWARDS
AWARDS
PROJECT
PROJECT
HOUSING
HOUSING
AWARDS
AWARDS
– BRONZE
– BRONZE
MEDALMEDAL
OPEN HOUSE
OPEN HOUSE
[PAVILION
[PAVILION
HOUSE],
HOUSE],
531 BURWOOD
531 BURWOOD
HIGHWAY,
HIGHWAY,
VERMONT
VERMONT
SOUTHSOUTH
TERRY TERRY
DORROUGH
DORROUGH
WITH MERCHANT
WITH MERCHANT
DESIGNDESIGN
VICTORIAN
VICTORIAN
ARCHITECTURE
ARCHITECTURE
AWARDS
AWARDS
PROJECT
PROJECT
HOUSING
HOUSING
AWARDS
AWARDS
– CITATION
– CITATION
RECTANGLE
RECTANGLE
HOUSE,
HOUSE,
FRANKSTON
FRANKSTON
COCKSCOCKS
& CARMICHAEL
& CARMICHAEL
VICTORIAN
VICTORIAN
ARCHITECTURE
ARCHITECTURE
AWARDS
AWARDS
BUILDINGS
BUILDINGS
AWARDS
AWARDS
– JOINT– BRONZE
JOINT BRONZE
MEDALMEDAL
STATE BANK
STATE STAFF
BANK COLLEGE,
STAFF COLLEGE,
STOTTSSTOTTS
LANE, BAXTER
LANE, BAXTER
DARYLDARYL
JACKSON
JACKSON
EVAN WALKER
EVAN WALKER
PTY. LTD.
PTY. LTD.

TECTS
ARCHITECTS
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1959
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THE MITCHELL VALLEY MOTEL
Bairnsdale
Designed by John Mockridge of
Mockridge Stahle & Mitchell
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1960

34

BLACK DOLPHIN MOTEL
Merimbula
Designed by Robin Boyd
of Grounds Romberg & Boyd
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1961 1962 1963
Graeme Gunn starts his
practice during the recession

Graeme Gunn meets Ellis
Stones while working in the office
of Grounds Romberg and Boyd

Graeme Gunn,
Shoebridge House,
Doncaster East, 1961
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Ellis Stones works with Gunn
on his design
DAWSON-GROVE HOUSE
Frankston

Graeme Gunn becomes a
registered architect

Graeme Gunn,
Stradwick House,
Kew, 1963

1964

William Whyte, Cluster Development,
New York: American Conservation
Association, 1964
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1965

MERCHANT BUILDERS
is established.
Build first display houses in Glen Waverley including:
TERRACE
COURTYARD
STUDIO

John Ridge
building process
contract area

Graeme Gunn
design
interview clients
assess sites
document every house

David Yencken
marketing
product design
finance
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Yencken and Gunn visit Pettit &
Sevitt after meeting Ken Woolley,
which reinforces their vision

Merchant Builders commission graphic
designer Bruce Weatherhead

First off-site Merchant Builders office
located above Thesaurus Bookshop,
Glenferrie Road, Malvern.
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Studio House
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1965

APPLETREE HILL
Boyd’s houses for Lend Lease at Glen Waverley
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1966

60 houses sold target was 20

Ellis Stones
is hired as landscape architect

New designs by Graeme Gunn
ATTIC HOUSE

Grazia Gunn
works on home interiors

Nexus Designs

64

TOWN HOUSES groups of 4-11 dwellings
An important transition to later housing projects
Part of Gunn’s Brutal Period
Nexus took over coordinating interior design at
display house

100 houses sold:
Brighton
Malvern
Toorak
Kew
Hawthorn
South Yarra

1967

Changes to the Strata Title Act in Victoria
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New designs by Graeme Gunn
TWO STOREY HOUSE
SPLIT LEVEL HOUSE

Townhouse designs by Graeme Gunn
GRANGE ROAD,
TOORAK
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Townhouse designs by Graeme Gunn
SORRETT AVENUE,
MALVERN

Townhouse designs by Graeme Gunn
YARRA GROVE, HAWTHORN
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71

72
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1968

74

Merchant Builders establishes in-house design offices
Gunn steps back as lone designer
The following are architects who worked at times:
Charles Duncan
Daryl Jackson
David McGlashan
Terry Dorrough
Robin Cocks
Peter Carmichael
John Reid

In 1968, David Yencken
commissioned Graeme Gunn,
project architect on Robin
Boyd’s Black Dolphin Motel,
to design a holiday house at
Nelson Inlet. Completed in
1969 it was called Baronda,
presumably after the nearby
geographical feature, Baronda
Head. Baronda was first
designed as having no bearers
or floor joists, no partition walls,
no windows or glass – just
canvas blinds, no doors except
to bathrooms, no studs as we
know them and no painting
(Selenitsch 1998).
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Townhouse designs by Graeme Gunn
KENSINGTON ROAD,
SOUTH YARRA
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Townhouse designs by Graeme Gunn
YUILLE STREET, BRIGHTON
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1968 Courtyard House Construction - Rod and Judith Jennings

92
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1968-71

ELLISTON in Rosanna
featuring 250-300 homes
ARCHITECTS
Charles Duncan
Graeme Gunn
Jackson and Walker
McGlashan and Everist
Each architect designed a series of at least 4 houses
Landscape by Ellis Stones
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Images:
Philip Goad, The Modern House in
Melbourne, 1945-1975, PhD Thesis, 1992.
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Elliston 2015
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1969
New designs by Graeme Gunn
CELLAR HOUSE

102

Robin Boyd
drew plans for large Merchant
Builders development proposal on
Lum Road, Glen Waverley

RAIA Gold Medal
for Townhouses,
Molesworth Street, Kew

‘Special Services”
introduced due to Merchant Builders
architectural success. This was aimed at
higher end clients
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MOLESWORTH STREET, KEW
Best known townhouse development
Landscape by Ellis Stones
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Images:
Aaron Lougoon
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1969-81

WINTER PARK
in Doncaster
20 houses in four clusters of five
ARCHITECTS
Charles Duncan
Graeme Gunn
Jackson and Walker
McGlashan and Everist
Landscape by Ellis Stones
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Gunn designs:
STUDIO
TERRACE
TWO STOREY
CELLAR
COURTYARD

Winter Park wins RAIA Housing award 1975
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1970

118

Graeme Gunn designs
Plumbers & Gasfitters
Building, Carlton
(1969-70)
RAIA award winner
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1971

124

Formation of the Victorian
Cluster Code Committee,
headed by David
Yencken with substantial
involvement from Graeme
Gunn

The work of Merchant
Builders appears in Ian
McKay’s Living and
Partly Living (1971)

65 people employed at
Merchant Builders’ St
Kilda office

“Competition for system-built house”
Won by Sydney architect Terry Dorrough for his Garden House
“Competition for system-built house”
Second by John Reid for his Modular House

125

1972

126

MODULAR COMPETITION HOUSES
corner Allen Drive and Gillards Road,
Mount Eliza

Graeme Gunn becomes Head
of the School of Architecture
and Building at RMIT (1972-77)
and then Dean of the Faculty of
Architecture and Building, RMIT
(1977-1982)

Merchant Builders wins first RAIA
Robin Boyd Environmental
Award for contributions to housing
development in Melbourne

OPEN HOUSE
by Terry Dorrough

GARDEN HOUSE
by Terry Dorrough
Steel framed with options for timber
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1973
Merchant Builders
Ski Lodge at Falls
Creek, ALYESKA,
1970

128

TRACT CONSULTANTS
is established
Rodney Wulff
Steve Calhoun
Howard McCorkell
David Yencken
John Ridge

Patterson’s Lakes
PIVOT HOUSE
by David McGlashan
OUTLOOK HOUSE
by Daryl Jackson

Merchant Builders
office moves to
161 Fitzroy Street,
St. Kilda
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130
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133

Six Merchant Builders
‘garden houses’ adapted
as classrooms for
Woodleigh School, Baxter
Daryl Jackson and
Evan Walker architects

YARRA VALLEY
PREPARATORY SCHOOL
McGlashan & Everist
architects
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Merchant Builders build
CITY EDGE, inner city
housing designed by
Daryl Jackson and
Evan Walker

The creation of the
Cluster Title Act 1974

CASTLE HILL
attempt to break into
the Sydney market

1974

135

136

Merchant Builders houses
constructed at Fairlea
Female Prison

Ellis Stones
passes away in April
Made Fellow of AILA
Awarded RAIA (Vic) Robin
Boyd Environmental Medal
(posthumously).

1975

Ellis Stones, Australian
Garden Design, South
Melbourne, Macmillan, 1971
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David Yencken wins RAIA Robin
Boyd Environmental Award for
his work on The Interim Committee
on the National Estate

1976 RAIA Citation AMWSU Headquarters

1976

139

The publication of A Mansion or
No House: a report for UDIA on
consequences of planning standards
and their impact on land and housing
in 1976 by John Paterson, David Yencken
and Graeme Gunn
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ROBINSON ROAD in Frankston

142

Cocks & Carmichael
Shift in style for Gunn
and Dorrough, plus
pink and blue colours

L-SHAPE
U-SHAPE
SPLIT-LEVEL
RECTANGULAR

BEACH GROVE
John’s Road,
Mornington
Cocks & Carmichael

Chris Dance becomes
director of Tract
Consultants

Peter Carmichael
Consultant architect
for Merchant Builders
1977-

1977
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VERMONT PARK
in Vermont South featuring
43 houses on 9 acres
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Terry Dorrough
Graeme Gunn
Barry Gray
Leo de Jong

OPEN FLAT
PAVILION
GARDEN
LONG
TWO STOREY
CORNER

Tract Consultants
Howard McCorkell
Steve Calhoun
Rodney Wulff
Chris Dance
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KIT HOUSE an option for at Vermont Park

152

Kit Housing: Merchant Builders develops five basic
models from the Open Flat, Pavilion, Open Pitched,
Studio and Garden project houses
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Merchant Builders kit
housing francise sold in
Tasmania

TEMPLESTOWE
Sunset Ave and Warrandyte Rd
Larger versions of Robinson’s Road houses
Peter Carmichael U-SHAPE
SPLIT-LEVEL
LONG SPLIT-LEVEL
RECTANGLE

156

Nexus breaks away
but still continues
involvement

Kevin Taylor conducts a
systematic review of energy
efficiency across the Merchant
Builders House range

Vermont Park wins RAIA Group Housing Award
Terry Dorrough’s Open House (Pavilion House) wins
RAIA Bronze Medal for Project Housing
Cocks & Carmichael win RAIA citation for Project
Housing for Rectangle House

1978
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1979

160

Tract Consultants breaks
away to form an independent
practice but retains its
association with Merchant
Builders
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1980-81

164

Merchant Builders kit housing francises
sold in NSW and Queensland
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170
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1982

DAVID YENCKEN
withdraws from directorial role to
take role of Secretary of the Victorian
Ministry of Planning and Environment
JOHN RIDGE
takes the role of director of
Merchant Builders
BARRY GRAY
Longest serving architect for
Merchant Builders. Firm loses some
excitement after 1982 because of
economic down turn.
Merchant Builders kit housing
francises sold in Merimbula
and Albury

Gunn Hayball win RAIA Merit Award
for Prahran Municipal Market

176

177

TEMPLESTOWE
Porter Rd and Beverly Hills
Designs by Gunn, Dorrough,
Carmichael, Gray, De Jong
and Sandow
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Gunn
ATRIUM, TERRACE, STUDIO

Gray and de Jong
TROMBE

Dorrough
GARDEN, PAVILION
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1983

184

Office of Merchant Builders returns to
6 Murphy Street, South Yarra
TROMBE
MELBOURNE
GABLE
GALLERY

Barry Gray and Leo de Jong
Peter Carmichael
Barry Gray
Barry Gray

The Trombe House was a collaboration between Merchant
Builders and the Mechanical Engineering Department of the
University of Melbourne, where the partnership attempted to
adapt the passive absorber technique to the Australian climate.
The completed display house in Templestowe received high
commendation for its design and innovation. It remains a legacy
of Merchant Builders’ continued interest in environmentally
considered architectural practice.
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1984

196

Cocks & Carmichael win RAIA Merit Award
for Toorak House, Hopetoun Road
Kevin Greenhatch wins RAIA Merit Award for
The City Baths
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1985
New home designs by Barry Gray
incorporated into main design range
GLYNT
HILLSIDE
GABLE
GALLERY

Tract Consultants
RAIA Environmental Award
for Vermont Park
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1986

206

John Ridge
leaves role of director of
Merchant Builders

David Marriner
introduced as new owner

LINK HOUSE
Peter Sandow design built at Porter Road

207

1987

HOPETOWN TERRACE
Lorne
THE FOUR SEASONS RANGE (1987)

The Four Seasons range displayed at Lorne was developed from a weekend
house (‘Summer’ Prototype) Graeme Gunn had designed for Max Haysom
at Portsea in 1982. The idea was further developed with the design of the
‘Spring’ prototype for David Marriner at Lake Purrumbete in 1984. These
first two prototypes were further developed with designs for ‘Autumn’ and
‘Winter’ and all four realised at Lorne in 1987. The design was based on
multi-purpose units of three and a half square meters, which could be
linked, joined, moved or added to as the budget allowed. The houses were
marketed for recreational use, resort and retreat housing and second homes.
At the Lorne display houses Suzy Boyd with Tract Consultants designed
a simple planting scheme of eucalyptus, shrubs, ground cover and bulbs.

SUMMER PAVILION
AUTUMN DWELLING
WINTER DWELLING
SPRING DWELLING
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1987

218

INDIVIDUAL DISPLAY SITES
Executive house designs
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1988

222

Graeme Gunn wins RAIA
Merit Awards for Bridge Hotel,
Mordialloc and RACV Club
Melbourne Refurbishment

Cocks & Carmichael win
RAIA Merit Award for
Moorabbin City Offices
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1989
Warren Thompson
introduced as new owner
Manna Court
Mount Waverley
Peter Sandow designs:
TOWN
METROPOLITAN
LINK
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1990 1991
Graeme Gunn briefly
re-engaged as consultant
architect

Merchant Builders sold to
AV JENNINGS

Tom Luxton of Luxton
Holdings acquired Merchant
Builders

John Gollings wins RAIA
President’s Award for
Excellence in Architectural
Photography

MANNA COURT
Mount Waverley
Peter Sandow designs (name change)
TUSCANY
MALVERN
RETREAT
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